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Top marks
for Union
in HSC test

The Union has secured payment of
half as much again for some On-Screen
HSC markers after initiating court
proceedings on their behalf.
HSC markers of English (Standard) and
English (Advanced) Paper 1, Drama, ESL
Papers 1 and 3, Music 1 and 2, Society
and Culture, CCAFL Languages, Modern
Hebrew and Vietnamese stand to receive a
higher rate of pay.
Not all On-Screen markers were affected,
only certain papers as outlined above.
Since 2009 the HSC Markers Award
has provided for the payment of marking
conducted On-Screen. On-Screen markers
are paid a piece rate for each question or
part of a paper marked.
Members last year raised concerns
with the Union about the rate of $4.056
that was being paid by BOSTES for each
question marked On-Screen in the English

(Standard) and English (Advanced) Paper 1.
The Union formed the view that the proper
application of the HSC Markers Award
requires the payment of $6.01 per question
in 2015; almost 50% more than what was
actually paid.
For this reason a dispute was notified to
the NSW Industrial Relations Commission.

International
Teacher Exchange p16, 17

BOSTES had simply erred in its application
of the Award provision,” he said.
As the matter was not resolved
through dispute proceedings, the Union
commenced action in the Industrial Court
of NSW. A week later BOSTES conceded
the Union’s view, and markers should
receive back pay by the end of this term.

“As marking is increasingly likely to be conducted
onscreen in the external mode, it is vital members are
being paid correctly, and are able to confirm that fact.”
“While the Union notified a dispute
about the matter in November, BOSTES
refused to accept that it erred in its
calculations. That’s why the Union decided
to have the matter ‘judicially decided’,”
IEU Secretary John Quessy said.
“During the dispute it became clear that

Back payments for affected On-Screen
marking done before 2015 should also
arrive before the end of this term.
The Union will take steps to confirm that all
necessary back payments are correctly paid.
“HSC marking is crucial but very
demanding work. We are glad we were

able to resolve this with a positive
outcome for our members,” Quessy said.
BOSTES has agreed to publish the
rates per question in this and future years,
to minimise the likelihood of any such
problems occurring again.
“As marking is increasingly likely to
be conducted On-Screen in the external
mode, it is vital members are being paid
correctly, and are able to confirm that fact.
“This significant outcome would not
have been possible without the vigilance of
individual members.
“But equally it would have been hard
for a marker acting individually to pursue
the matter, as the costs would have
substantially outweighed the value of the
underpayment.”
If you have any questions about HSC
marking, contact your IEU organiser.

Minister abandons workers

In early February the Federal Minister for
Education, Simon Birmingham announced that
federal funding to the Malek Fahd Islamic School
would cease from 8 April. Funding was to be revoked
because the school authorities had not adequately
demonstrated compliance with the Education Act in
terms of financial and governance requirements. The
announcement stunned the school community and
left the almost 200 staff, the majority IEU members,
fearful for their jobs and entitlements.
The IEU steadfastly supports that those in receipt
of public funds should be fully and transparently

accountable for those funds and that these should be
used exclusively for their designated purposes. We
accept that the minister has responsibility for ensuring
proper accountability.
However, the minister also has responsibility for the
impact and effect of that decision on others and cannot
simply abrogate that responsibility.
Malek Fahd is a school of more than 2400 students
and almost 200 staff spread across three campuses
in western Sydney. It draws more than 75% of its
resources from government funding and clearly
the withdrawal of those resources would prohibit

the continued operation of the school, the ongoing
education of students in that setting and the
employment of staff.
The minister expressed confidence that the NSW
Education Department could find places in other
schools for the students. For the staff nothing, not even
a passing comment. End of ministerial responsibility.
End of story.
If the school were to close some 200 workers would
be left without jobs and their accumulated entitlements
in jeopardy. These people have done nothing wrong;
they have provided opportunities for outstanding
Continued page 3

Closing the gap: A decade on
Newsmonth

"We call on non government employers to make this essential work a
funding priority rather than depend solely on government programs."
and Torres Strait Islander community and
health organisations. A further education
target related to school attendance rates
was added in May 2014.
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Gloria Taylor
Deputy Secretary

Thursday, 17 March 2016 marked the
10th anniversary of the Close the Gap
Campaign. The Independent Education
Union of Australia through ‘IEU Speaks’
took the opportunity to highlight the
poor progress in closing the gap for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
and urged IEU members to join the
campaign to effectively address these
shameful inequities.
In 2006, Australia’s peak Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander bodies and non
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health
bodies, non government organisations
and human rights organisations initiated
the Close the Gap Campaign to achieve
equality for health and life expectancy
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people by 2030.
The campaign was deemed necessary as
Australia has one of the world’s worse life
expectancy gaps between indigenous and
non indigenous people.
As a response, the National
Indigenous Reform Agreement was
agreed to by the Council of Australian
Governments (COAG). The agreement
outlined two health/medical goals and four
educational/employment goals to
be achieved in partnership with Aboriginal

These goals were to:
• Improve Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander life expectancy to the Australian
average by 2031
• Halve the gap between Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander and non Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander mortality rates
• Ensure that 95% of all Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander four year olds are
enrolled in early childhood education by
2025 (revised goal)
• Close the gap between Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander and non Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander school
attendance by 2018
• Halve the gap in reading, writing and
numeracy achievements for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander students by
2018
• Halve the gap for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander students in Year 12 (or
equivalent) attainment rates by 2020,
and
• Halve the gap in employment outcomes
between Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander and other Australians by 2018.
Ten years on: Not on track
The Closing the Gap Report released in
February 2016 shows little progress has been
achieved over the past 12 months and in
fact since the National Indigenous Reform
Agreement was established in 2008.
It is imperative that Aboriginal and

Torres Strait Islander health, education
and employment become a priority in the
2016 federal election year.
The NSW ACT branch of the IEU recently
established an Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Working Party to consult with
our members about their professional and
industrial needs as well as the work of non
government schools and early childhood
centres in Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander education. Despite the critical
importance of this area of education, many
members continue to face issues such as
limited hours of engagement, insecurity
of tenure and unrealistic expectations of
their roles. We call on non government
employers to make this essential work a
funding priority rather than depend solely
on government programs.
The IEU is also calling upon each political
party prior to the 2016 federal election
to commit to prioritising Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander health, education
and wellbeing in their election policy
platforms and fund the Implementation
Plan for National Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Health Plan (2013-2023)
until it expires in 2023.
IEU members can contact the Prime
Minister’s Office at: https://www.pm.gov.
au/contact-your-pm and locate their local
MP at: http://www.abc.net.au/tv/qanda/
find-your-local-mp.htm
To read more about the Closing the Gap
Report 2016, click on this link http://www.
dpmc.gov.au/pmc- Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander -affairs/publication/closinggap-prime-ministers-report-2016

Rejected but now embraced
Mark Northam
Assistant Secretary

The Catholic Commission for
Employment Relations (representing
the 11 Catholic dioceses across
NSW and the ACT) rejected the
concept of a promotions position
being developed to manage ‘new’
work emanating from BOSTES in
relation to assisting teachers gain
proficiency status, managing trainee
teachers and those teachers who may
by choice aspire to highly accomplished
status. The provision of accredited
PD within school time also demands
significant input.
It is pertinent to note that a number
of dioceses are now creating positions
both unpaid and paid to professionally
manage the standards model agreed
to in 2015. The reality is employers
now understand that rejecting the
Union’s submission was ill advised.
The standards model is a two way
street. That is employers have clear
cut responsibilities (via the Teacher
Accreditation Authority processes –
read your employer) to support those
new to the profession.
The newly developed Teacher
Accreditation Authority manual
provides a regulatory framework to
ensure school based process are fair
and reasonable.

TAAs must:
• supply information/orientation within
three months of commencement
including timeframes/policies and
maintenance of records
• a description of the mentoring and
support services available
• TAAs must provide feedback,
mentoring and support
• early identification to teachers ‘at risk’
• provisions for internal review of
decisions
• complaints process, and
• maintain a Register of Records.
In order to more closely demonstrate
support TAAs must record:
• date(s) of teacher assessment
• nature of the assessment
• name of supervisor
• nature of the assessment process
• findings of the assessment, and
• formal advice offered to teachers.
The incorporation of diocesan specific
arrangements for the assistance provided to
early career teachers and diocesan policies
in relation to how TAA responsibilities are
managed will constitute important elements
of the various workload agreements to be
reviewed by the IEU in due course.
The review will prioritise specific issues
to be negotiated in the development of
the IEU’s log of claims for the existing
industrial agreement, which expires on
31 December 2016.
The IEU has a particular interest in
ensuring that Catholic employers develop
policies to ensure those teachers new to
the profession are supported.

It's imperative the details are captured
in enforceable industrial agreements.
Improved deal for Reddam ELS staff
The dispute between the Union and
Reddam House has been resolved
with two much improved enterprise
agreements secured for early learning
teachers and educators.
As outlined on the front page of the
last issue of Newsmonth, the IEU lodged
a dispute with the Fair Work Commission
over the underpayment of wages to
teachers and educators at Reddam
Early Learning Service (ELS), the early
childhood section of Reddam House, in
Sydney’s eastern suburbs.
The early learning teachers were
employed by a separate entity called
Crawford Education Ltd and could be
earning up to $31,527 less than the school
teachers working across the schoolyard
from them.
Reddam ELS teachers and educators
voted on a new agreement in early March.
Educators will now get the same pay as
support staff in the school.
The teachers’ salaries, while still not
matching those of the teachers in the
school, will match those paid in the early
childhood sector.
Without Union intervention, teachers
and support staff at Reddam House ELS
would have been stuck with modern
award wages and conditions.
The successful outcome of the
negotiations means they will now earn
on average 30% more than the modern
award rates originally offered by
Crawford Education Ltd.

“The minister
expressed confidence
that the NSW
Education Department
could find places in
other schools for the
students. For the staff
nothing, not even a
passing comment.”
Continued from 1
education to their school community since 1989 yet this
minister and this Federal Government are prepared to toss
them on the scrapheap without a thought.
From the time of the announcement the Union has
sought a meeting with Minister Birmingham to address
the issues arising from his decision, issues of employment,
of entitlements if the school was unable to cover its
liabilities and technical details regarding the continued
operation of the school while it undertakes the process of
appeal to which it is entitled.
At the time of writing the minister has not responded to
our repeated requests to meet and one can only conclude
he has no interest in the real life collateral damage of his
decision. This offhand and cavalier attitude is, it seems,
symptomatic of this government.
Despite this the Union has been meeting with members
and has been acting on their concerns with those
authorities that take their responsibilities more seriously.
Working with the employer’s representatives, IEU officers
have succeeded in having a large number of staff, who
were incorrectly classified as temporary, made permanent.
Regardless of whether the school survives or not these

members are better off with correct classifications.
Many teachers at the school are working toward
accreditation at Proficient Teacher and some on the cusp of
completing that milestone. Were they to lose employment
with their Teacher Accreditation Authority they could find
themselves in conflict with the legislated timeframes for
that accreditation and potentially without the capacity to
teach at all. The Union has met with senior officers from
BOSTES and successfully secured their co-operation to
avoid that situation.
The IEU has provided advice and assistance to
other teachers currently part way through a period of
maintaining their accreditation. Malek Fahd is a Band 3
school where several members are well advanced in the
process of progressing from Band 2 to Band 3, a process
that would stall indefinitely were the school to close. Their
Union has an officer working closely with them during this
unsettling period.
Most of all our members are nervous for the future of their
school and their jobs. Many who have years of service are
worried that the school will be forced to close and that their
accumulated entitlements will be lost or not recovered for

months or even years. More than a few are not even aware
of what their entitlements might be and have sought Union
assistance with that most fundamental of questions. There is
concern as well that during this period of uncertainty parents
might remove students to other schools threatening staff
with redundancy even if the school survives.
The school authority may well be at fault in matters
of financial governance but the minister, in taking the
decision he did, was well aware of the consequences of
that decision on the staff of the school and cannot forever
wash his hands of the fallout from his decision.

John Quessy
Secretary

Members claim their rights in independent schools

Carol Matthews
Assistant Secretary

Members may not be aware that the Union can take
legal action to enforce their rights under the enterprise
agreement applying to their school.
Although most schools are scrupulous in ensuring they
comply with the relevant industrial instrument this is not
always the case.
Temporary appointments
All IEU agreements (and the modern award) set limits
on the use of temporary appointments. Temporary
appointments are supposed to be used for replacement
teachers (for example to replace a teacher who is on extended
leave) or for genuine short term specific tasks.
A teacher who is incorrectly classified as temporary may
find it harder to enforce redundancy and unfair dismissal
rights if their appointment is not renewed. For this reason,
members should check their letter of appointment when
they start a new job to ensure it reflects their understanding.
A finish date on the letter (typically the last day of Term 4)
means the appointment is temporary.
The Multi Enterprise Agreements (MEAs) applying to AIS
independent schools provide that a teacher shall not be
employed on successive temporary appointments except
where each appointment is for a different purpose.
The MEAs also state that a temporary appointment

cannot be used for probation and that any advertisement for
a temporary position must make clear that it is temporary.
The Union recently won permanency for 12 teachers at a
large independent school in Sydney who had been engaged as
temporary teachers contrary to the MEA. These teachers will
now have redundancy rights (calculated on all of their service)
and unfair dismissal protection.
In another example, the Victorian branch of our Union
took action in the Federal Court against a Victorian school
that engaged teachers as temporary contrary to the
relevant award and later falsified their records (to pretend
the contracts had not been temporary) when the Union
exercised right of entry to inspect the school records. The
Federal Court found against the school and will now hear
submissions on the penalties that should be imposed on the
school (including for contempt of court).
Lunch breaks
The independent school MEAs entitles teachers to a 30
minute lunch break, free of all duties. In a secondary school,
teachers may not get their 30 minutes if they are rostered on
for a duty and lunch is only 40 or 50 minutes long.
The lunch break is enforceable and teachers should insist
on a free period on either side of the lunch break if they are
not getting the 30 minutes. The school cannot schedule staff
meetings during lunch, although of course IEU members
may choose to hold a Chapter meeting at this time.
Any concerns?
If union members have any concerns about whether their
rate of pay or conditions are consistent with their enterprise
agreement, call the Union immediately for confidential
advice. We can advise you as to the best way to enforce
your rights.

Transition to
Federal System
All members are advised that the
Union is gradually transitioning
to the federal industrial relations
system because of changes to
industrial relations law in recent
years. Union membership payments
will therefore, from the beginning
of 2016, be paid to and processed
by the NSW ACT Branch of the
Independent Education Union of
Australia (our branch of our federal
union). This change will strengthen
the service, which we have always
provided to our members.
John Quessy
Secretary
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Interns enjoy seeing
the human side

The IEU recently played host to two interns
Victoria Ginnane is studying law at UTS
participating in the Unions NSW Union
following a degree in Commerce and Liberal
Summer program, which allows graduates or
Studies at University of Sydney, majoring in
students to get a taste of life in trade unionism. HR, industrial relations, political economy and
Damien Lee is a graduate from the University
international business.
of Sydney with an Honours degree in
She has also worked as a research assistant at
International Government Relations.
an employment law firm.
He saw the advertisement for Union Summer
“I really loved that and studying industrial
on line and got through the
relations, so I decided the law
rigorous interview process.
“Unions allow degree was a good fit,”
“I think they chose a union
Victoria said.
you to do
for us where they think we will
She is now working for a small
thrive,” Damien said.
something good law firm that deals with workers
“My social justice work
cases, and she said
for people while compensation
revolved around education and I
it was great to see things from the
am a music tutor too.”
working within other perspective.
Damien is interested in the role
Both interns enjoyed
the framework accompanying
of a union industrial officer and
IEU Organiser
is thinking about a postgraduate
Kendall Warren to a Navitas
of the law.”
law degree.
English college where they
“Unions allow you to do something good for
discussed the dispute with members.
people while working within the framework of
“Seeing how people react to what employers
the law.
do and say was really interesting,” Victoria said.
“I really enjoy having something concrete
Sue Osborne Journalist
to work with and being able to use that to
help others.”

More news about the

Working With Children Check
The IEU confirms that any person already in paid
or volunteer child related work in the following
sectors need not apply immediately for a Working
With Children Check (WWCC), as the WWCC phase
in period remains as follows:
• Secondary school employees between 1 April
2016 to 31 March 2017, and
• Primary schools/early education/child care
employees between 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018.
BOSTES states however that all primary/early
childhood teachers must have a WWCC by 1
January 2018 or teachers will not be able to be
employed. The Union will provide a further update
prior to the phase in periods.
We maintain that employers cannot instruct
employees to apply for a WWCC prior to their
sector phase in period. Further to this, recent advice
received from the NSW Office of the Children’s
Guardian (OCG) is that employers may require
employees to apply for the WWCC within the
relevant sector phase in period as part of a staged
implementation process eg ‘region one’ employees
to apply for the WWCC by 30 June 2016, ‘region two’
employees by 30 September 2016.

Remember you need not wait to receive your
WWCC clearance number to engage in child related
employment as, under the Child Protection (Working
with Children Act) 2012 you are able to engage in
child related employment with a current WWCC
application (APP) number.
The WWCC process involves the OCG accessing
national criminal history records and disciplinary
records (for both current and historical matters)
reporting a finding that child sexual misconduct
(including grooming) or serious physical assault of a
child had occurred. A clearance to work with children
for five years will be issued to the WWCC applicant if
none of the above mentioned records are identified
during the WWCC process.
A risk assessment will be triggered on the WWCC
applicant if, any Schedule 1 criminal record listed in
the Child Protection (Working With Children) Act 2012
or a disciplinary record that reports a finding of child
sexual misconduct (including grooming) or serious
physical assault of a child, is identified during the
WWCC process. The criminal or disciplinary record
can relate to behaviour concerning children who are
not students of the WWCC applicant and can also
relate to behaviour that occurred outside
the workplace.

The two possible outcomes of a risk assessment
on a WWCC applicant are a clearance to work with
children or a bar against working with children, for
five years.
An automatic bar will be placed on any person with
a conviction or a pending charge for a Schedule 2
criminal record listed in the Child Protection (Working
With Children) Act 2012 for a period of five years.
A bar can be appealed through the NSW Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (NCAT).
The IEU will continue to offer advice and represent
members who are the subject of a ‘child protection’
allegation, who are required to undergo a risk
assessment when relevant records have been
identified during the WWCC process, or who are
notified by the OCG of a decision to not grant them a
WWCC clearance.
We encourage members with any issues
concerning the WWCC or who are the subject of
a child protection allegation to immediately seek
advice by contacting their IEU organiser or Russell
Schokman, IEU Policy Advisor on 8202 8900 or the
toll free number (for country members) 1800 467 943.

Russell Schokman Policy Advisor

BOSTES Review
could silence teachers
The terms of reference for the
recently announced review of the
BOSTES are a serious cause for concern
for teachers who fear their voices on
the BOSTES itself, on the QTC and on
syllabus committees could be silenced.
This Newsmonth edition celebrates
the consultative approach teacher
unions and the BOSTES (previously
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the Board of Studies) have had for
decades but teachers fear the NSW
Government is preparing to follow the
Federal Government’s lead where the
AITSL Board was restructured to remove
teachers and teacher unions.
The IEU will make strong
representations to retain the
representative structure of the

BOSTES, to strengthen the role of
teacher practitioners in curriculum
matters and to move towards teachers
owning their own profession in matters
of accreditation by even greater
representation on the QTC.
“There is a real possibility that
the solid position of NSW education,
including the credibility of the HSC as

a well respected school exit credential
could be jeopardised by misguided
recommendations from this committee,”
Secretary John Quessy said.
“As a stakeholder, we will make an
extensive submission but we are aware
of vested interests who will be seeking to
seize control of curriculum, in particular
for their own ends”.

Losing then finding your
voice in agile learning spaces

“It was a frustrating
experience. The
school did their best
to help me, but I
was worried about
the expenses I had
incurred.”

More than 20% of teachers experience voice problems
each year, according to research conducted in Australia
and around the world (Smith, Lemke and Taylor, 1998).
Primary school teachers are more likely to report
voice problems and these problems are more common
among female teachers than male (Russell, Oates &
Greenwood 1998).
Most schools and education systems do provide
teachers with training materials about voice care.
However, these training materials are devised for
teachers in normal sized classrooms. There has been little
work done into alleviating the increased strain placed
on teachers’ voices when they are working in the large
learning spaces that are becoming more popular in some
schools and systems.
Kata Collimore (pictured above), a teacher from Delany
College Granville, knows exactly what kind of strain
teaching in large spaces can place on a teacher’s voice.
She has been working in the open plan classrooms (the
Connective) at Delany College for the last two years, and

over that time she has developed vocal nodules due to
raising her voice in the larger space.
She has had to raise her voice to communicate across
the larger rooms, and also to communicate with the
larger than normal numbers of students. As a result, Kata
has had to attend speech therapy every week, and also
have regular appointments with an ear, nose and throat
specialist to monitor the nodules.
Kata submitted a workers compensation claim, and
Catholic Church Insurance (CCI) accepted provisional
liability. Kata was then required to attend an independent
medical assessment. The doctor at the assessment wrote
a report about her injury. CCI eventually accepted full
liability, which means that they will cover the expenses
Kata has or will incur related to this injury. It also means
that she will not have to use her personal leave should she
need an operation to remove the nodules.
“It was a frustrating experience,’ Kata said. “The school
did their best to help me, but I was worried about the
expenses I had incurred by visiting specialists. It took a

long time too – I made my initial claim in October, and I
didn’t hear from CCI until December.”
The prevalence of agile learning spaces might mean
that more and more teachers will be at risk of developing
additional voice problems. The IEU runs PD sessions
about voice care. See the PD calendar here http://www.
ieu.asn.au/pd-meetings/ for more information.
If you are suffering from a voice problem and would like
assistance with making a worker’s compensation claim,
contact your organiser.
References
Russell A Oates, J Greenwood K 1998 Prevalence of
Voice Problems in Schoolteachers, Journal of Voice 12
Smith E, Lemke J, Taylor M, 1998 Frequency of Voice
Problems among Teachers and other Occupations.
Journal of Voice 12

Keith Heggart Organiser
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NSW Independent Education Union
2016 Election of Branch Delegates to Council

Election Notice
The Electoral Commissioner for New South Wales is the Returning Officer for this election.
NOMINATIONS
Nominations are hereby invited for the following positions:
Branch

Central Coast
Central Metropolitan
Central West
Cumberland
Hunter Valley
Ku-Ring-Gai
Lansdowne

Number to
be elected

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Branch

Metropolitan East
Mid North Coast
Monaro
North Coast
Northern Suburbs
North West
Northern Beaches

Number to
be elected

6
6
6
6
6
5
5

Branch

Penrith/Blue Mountains
Riverina
South Coast
South East
Southern Suburbs
Principals

Number to
be elected

6
6
6
5
6
4

NB: Rule 13(d)(ii) of the Union’s rules states: “A member shall be eligible for election as a delegate of a branch to Council if:
(1) The member is a member of that branch;
(2) The member is entitled to hold a position in the Union pursuant to Rule 5(j)*; and
(3) The member is financial at the date of closing of nominations” Close of nominations is 5pm, Friday 29 April
2016.
* Rule 5(j) states: “Subject to the provisions of this Constitution relating to eligibility for voting and for candidature for office,
the right to participate in all votes and the right to hold any position in the Union is given by this Constitution exclusively to
Full Members, Casual Members, Members on Maternity Leave or Leave Without Pay and Life members who qualify for
membership as Full Members.”

Nomination Forms are available from:
 NSW Electoral Commission’s website at www.elections.nsw.gov.au;
 NSW Electoral Commission, Level 25, 201 Kent Street, Sydney, telephone (02) 9290 5924; or
 The NSW Independent Education Union, telephone (02) 8202 8900.
QUALIFICATIONS
Candidates must be financial members of the Union as at 5.00pm, Friday 29 April 2016 and must be nominated
in writing by at least two financial members of the relevant branch of the Union. No financial member may
nominate more candidates than the number to be elected.
LODGEMENT OF NOMINATIONS
Completed Nomination Forms must be received by the Returning Officer, NSW Electoral Commission by no later
than 5.00pn, Friday 29 April 2016. A candidate may only withdraw his/her nomination in writing so as to be
received by the Returning Officer prior to the close of nominations. Any defect in a nomination form must be
rectified by the candidate prior to the close of nominations.
Nomination forms can only be lodged with the Returning Officer:





by hand: NSW Electoral Commission, Level 25, 201 Kent Street, Sydney; or
by post: PO Box 693, Grosvenor Place NSW 1220; or
by fax: (02) 9290 5939; or
by email: ballots@elections.nsw.gov.au

Should more than the required number of nominations be received a draw will be conducted to determine the
order of candidates' names on the ballot paper at the NSW Electoral Commission at 2.00pm Monday 2 May
2016. Candidates or their representatives are invited to witness the draw.
VOTING
If a ballot is necessary, voting material will be posted on Monday, 16 May 2016. The ballot will close at
12.00 Noon, Monday 6 June 2016 and the count will be conducted at 9.00am, Tuesday 7 June 2016 at the NSW
Electoral Commission. The method of voting for this election is First Past the Post using numbers.
Any enquiries should be directed to Diana Kosseifi at the New South Wales Electoral Commission, telephone
(02) 9290 5924.
Linda Franklin
Returning Officer and
Acting NSW Electoral Commissioner
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An introduction
to Matt Esterman
My name is Matt Esterman and I’ve just joined the
Professional Officer team at the IEU. I’m excited about
this new opportunity and to see how I can help support
the great work that teachers do. I have been saying it
long before the prime minister said it about our country
but I believe that there has never been a more exciting
time to be a teacher. The opportunities to engage
and inspire our students with a plethora of new and
evidence-informed strategies have never been greater.
The challenges include the fact that we are no longer
expected to be only experts in our subject area but also
experts in the process and amplification of learning itself.
Being a History teacher, I can’t help describing a bit
about my own past. I grew up on the northern beaches,
have teachers throughout my family, and I attended St
Joseph’s Catholic Primary School in Narrabeen, then
St Augustine’s College in Brookvale. After studying at
Macquarie University towards my teaching degree, where I
met my wife, I dabbled in travel and temporary work before
settling back in Sydney. My love of learning has spurred
me to complete Masters degrees in Learning Science and
Technology at the University of Sydney and also History at
Macquarie University. Over the past five years I have helped
establish the TeachMeet community in Sydney and around
Australia, as well as taking part in numerous conferences,
workshops and Twitter chats such as #histedchat. I am
deeply interested in the impact of technology and physical
spaces on learning.

Creative incubators
I have been extremely lucky in my career so far. Having
worked at wonderful schools over the past 10 years (and
an IEU member for the same), I have experienced amazing
places of work that are also incubators of creativity,
rigour and support. I know that this is not the case for all
my colleagues here in NSW and around Australia, where
the experience of an Australian teacher is varied and is
increasingly the cause of more and more early career
teachers leaving the profession (50% of teachers in their
first five years according to recent reports). Pair this with
the impending retirement of our baby boomer generation
of teachers and we have a future that requires teachers
to rely on each other, to support each other, and to grow
together more than ever.
The workshops, PIPs, conferences and other events we have
planned for 2016 address several issues and opportunities that
teachers face today. From harnessing social media through
to understanding of accreditation processes, the professional
team will work hard to ensure that every member has access
to the best, most accurate and relevant information possible.
In particular, I’m looking forward to working with teachers
to find out the best ways to help them through processes
that should be both fair and transparent. Teachers are smart,
creative, hard working professionals who should primarily
be working on addressing the needs of their students, not
completing onerous and irrelevant admin that doesn’t help
professional growth. We’re here to help on that front.

The IEU is a perfect example of an Australian union that
works for the best outcomes of its members on all fronts.
Historically, Australia works at its best when there is a
clear and productive dialogue between employers and
employees and when fair agreements are made. This is
hardly more true than in a profession such as teaching,
where our work can vary so much and yet share essential
qualities regardless of age, place or time. It surprises me
how so few people outside of education truly understand
the commitment and connection that teachers have to
their work. I look forward to celebrating the fantastic work
happening in all our places of education.
The future is bright for Australian education but only if we
make sure to treat all members of a school community with
respect and dignity, in particular those who choose to be
that rare kind of human: a teacher.
I look forward to meeting you at some of our events this year!
Also, I am a keen user of social media for professional and
personal use and I encourage you to connect with the IEU
on Twitter at @IEUNSWACT or at www.facebook.com/
ieunswact as we communicate updates, events and other
important information through those channels.
For specific questions about accreditation, email
accreditation@ieu.asn.au
For questions about professional development, email
professionaldev@ieu.asn.au

Enhancing equity and inclusion
Issues such as access to parental leave and flexible return
to work arrangements, support for employees with carer’s
responsibilities, equal remuneration between men and
women, and opportunities for professional learning and
career development, are of vital importance to IEU members.
While there are important legislative, industrial and policy
provisions in place for these issues, how are they monitored
by the government? Do employers really have to comply with
workplace equity laws?
Under the Workplace Gender Equality Act 2012, non
government education employers with more than 100 staff, like
private sector companies, charities and universities, are required
to report annually to the Federal Government on their efforts to
achieve more gender fair workplaces.
All NSW/ACT Catholic dioceses and larger independent
schools, ECS, and post secondary education employers are
therefore required under the provisions of the Act to report
against a set of standardised gender equality indicators (GEIs.)
The GEIs relate to some vital areas for IEU members:
• gender composition of the workforce
• equal remuneration between women and men
• availability and access to terms, conditions and practices
relating to flexible working arrangements for employees
and to working arrangements supporting men and women
employees with family or caring responsibilities

• consultation with employees on issues concerning gender
equality in the workplace
• gender composition of governing bodies of relevant
employers, and
• other matters specified by the minister such as sex-based
harassment and discrimination.
In order to ensure compliance with the Act, most diocesan
employers have WGE committees in place with IEU officers and
members engaged in overseeing policy and practice to enhance
workplace equity and inclusion.
For example, the IEU and Bathurst CEO WGE Committee host
an annual International Women’s Day dinner, with the most
recent being held on 3 March with author Fudeko Reekie as guest
speaker. In the Wollongong Diocese, the WGE Committee met
on 8 March, followed by an IWD lunch with NSW Police Chief
Inspector Anne Clarke APM as guest with a focus on workplace
mentoring and support.
The IEU values the contribution of members who serve on
diocesan WGE committees and looks forward to featuring some
WGE achievements during the year.

Pam Smith Assistant Secretary/Convenor IEU Women in
Education Committee
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New officer
looks forward to
changing lives
Michael Wright has recently come to work for the IEU as an Industrial
Officer. He is looking forward to gaining wins for individual members and
bringing real change to their lives.
Michael has been working in unions all his life, most recently at the NSW
Nurses and Midwives Association. He has also worked at the Fire Brigade
Employees Union and CFMEU.
“At the Nurses I was an industrial officer working in a team called Strategic
Industrial Bargaining, bargaining for the big public sector nurses’ award and
enterprise agreements with private hospitals and aged care operators,” he
said.
“It was incremental work rather than dealing with individuals. I’m looking
forward to more one on one contact with members at the IEU.
He said union work was “important and meaningful” as “it’s about bringing
dignity to people’s working lives, and in doing that you get a bit yourself”.
New areas of exploration for him include education specific issues, such as
child protection and teacher accreditation.
“Some of the enterprise agreements are really interesting. There’s a novel
approach to workload issues and the structuring of awards and agreements
with a points system for promotions positions, as the Union tries to develop
meaningful careers for members.
“Workload issues are important in all industries and the IEU is not unique in
that respect.
“Enhancing dignity for members at work is always a good thing. It makes a
big difference to their lives.”

Sue Osborne Journalist

“It’s about bringing
dignity to people’s
working lives, and
in doing that you
get a bit yourself.”

Present Tense Members make their feelings known
opportunities to make their feelings known, first with the
industrial action, and then with the vote on the agreement.
If the agreement is voted up, then it will be binding on
all staff, but if it is voted down, the Union will seek further
improvements ahead of a revote later in the year.

Kendall Warren
Organiser
Navitas dispute
Regular readers would be aware that your Union has been
locked in negotiations with Navitas English (the company
that runs the AMEP, SEE and other programs for the Federal
Government) for over a year now. It has been clear for some
months that these discussions have reached something of an
impasse. Industrial action taken in December did see a small
improvement in Navitas’ offer, but still nowhere near the
minimum that members will accept.
Members resolved, therefore, to undertake further
industrial action, with a half day stoppage planned for
Tuesday 15 March (the details of which were still being
planned at the time of writing).
At the same time, Navitas informed the IEU that they
would move ahead and hold a ballot for the proposed
agreement during March. The aforementioned industrial
action will take place immediately before the voting period
for the agreement. This means that members will have two

Agreements on other locations
The news has been better at other workplaces, with
agreements reached at three colleges. At Insearch, the
parties agreed to salary increases totaling 9.75% over
three years, along with several other improvements,
and voting is taking place at the time of writing. At
EF International College, the parties agreed to salary
increases of 6.75% in total over three years, along with
a number of other improvements. Meanwhile at UoW
College, an agreement providing for increases of 2.75%
per annum was approved just before Christmas last year.
The IEU is also involved in negotiations at several other
colleges, including UWS College, Mission Australia, UNSW
Global, Sydney College of English, Access Language
Centre, and Universal English College. It is hoped that
agreements can be reached at all of these centres in the
next few months.
The Fair Work Act contains provisions for ‘good faith
bargaining’, under which an employer can be compelled to
negotiate when it can be demonstrated that the employees

futureperfect
NSW ACT Independent Education Union
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(or group of employees, such as teachers) wish them to
do so. To find out how this can be made to work at your
college, contact the IEU on kendall@ieu.asn.au.
Seminar
As part of the IEU’s ongoing commitment to members
in all sectors, the Union will hold its regular seminar for
members in the private post-secondary college sector on
Tuesday, 12 April, from 4pm, at the IEU offices, Wattle
Street. The seminar will look at the general industrial
landscape of the sector, the rights and responsibilities of
employees, and how you can make your Union work best
for you and your colleagues. More details will be emailed
to members closer to the time.
Future Perfect enews
Members should be aware by now that for the last 12
months your Union has been sending out by email an
enews called Future Perfect. Members are encouraged to
open these emails, as they usually contain additional news
about matters discussed in this column, as well as others
that are not. There is also more scope to run items of
direct interest to you and so if there is anything that you
would like to see discussed, email your Union on kendall@
ieu.asn.au.

ELICOS
for
members look out
future perfect in
your inbox

Help to get through accreditation

Amy Cotton
Professional Officer

If you’re a beginning teacher,
welcome to our great profession.
You’ve committed to helping the next
generation reach its potential. You’re
worried about the conditions of your
students, their ability to get their
study done without harassment and
that they receive appropriate
recognition for their work.
The IEU’s commitment is to ensure
that you as a professional also reach your
potential. As a Union we worry about
your conditions, your opportunity to get
your work done and that you receive
appropriate remuneration for your work.
We’re also here to help you with
individualised accreditation advice. If you
have questions about your accreditation,
email the IEU: accreditation@ieu.asn.au.
If you haven’t joined the Union yet, ask
at school who your IEU Representative
is and talk to them about how to join.
Alternatively, follow this link: https://www.
ieu.asn.au/join-the-ieu/
Accreditation guidelines
If you’ve gained a permanent position at
a school, they should have already talked
to you about their accreditation process.
This includes:
• internal policy/guideline documents
about accreditation
• assigned a supervisor of your accreditation
• you may also have a mentor – this
should be a different person to your
supervisor, as they have different role.
(NB not all schools have a mentoring
process).
• outlining any release time available
to you as a beginning teacher, your
supervisor and/or mentor. The school
may have a plan on how to use the
time eg they might be sending you to
some PD, or they may give you
additional release time for 		
accreditation purposes or to talk with
your supervisor or mentor
• a timeline for your accreditation. Most
schools will plan a two year process,
some will have a single year. These

are normal timeframes. Accreditation
is about demonstrating the Standards,
not length of service. Extraordinarily
long accreditation processes should not
be the norm
• an indication of the amount of
observations of your teaching
the school wants. Remember that
observations should be mutually
arranged, including a discussion of
which descriptors from the Standards
will be used. One or two descriptors
per observation is recommended, and
an observation doesn’t have to be a
whole lesson – it can be 10 minutes.
The IEU has a proforma observation
template available to all members to
use (your school may have its own), and
• how many descriptors from each
Standard the school wants
documented. Most schools ask for a
couple of descriptors per Standard. This
means that the rest of the descriptors
will be demonstrated through
professional discussions your supervisor
has with you – far more beneficial than
paperwork.
Other things to ask about:
• ask others at your school if you can
look at their evidence and annotation.
It will give you a good idea as to what
the school’s TAA wants, and
• are there any school templates you
should be using (or can you develop
your own)? The IEU has a template
available.
Casual and temporary teachers
For casual and temporary teachers,
finding a school willing to undertake your
accreditation is important. Many schools
will be open to helping out their beginning
casual and temporary teachers. They need
you as a teacher. If the school is not helpful
with your accreditation as a casual, refine
your CV and approach other schools for
work, and then assistance. Value yourself
as a professional and work with schools
that value you in return.
The IEU offers assistance to
its members. We are conducting
Accreditation at Proficient full day
workshops throughout the state. Find
out when they are coming near you:
http://www.ieu.asn.au/pd-meetings/
For individual assistance, email
accreditation@ieu.asn.au

Smarter Assessment
Broken Bay
welcomes
new teachers
IEU organisers Megan Bruce, Keith Heggart and Ann-Maree McEwan
attended two lunchtime ‘expos’ at the Broken Bay Diocese’s induction days
for early career teachers and new and returning teachers in February.
There were approximately 30 returning teachers (after a five year break) and 60
new teachers.
The IEU organisers welcomed the opportunity to have a presence at both expos
again this year and have conversations with teachers about their employment
conditions, the many benefits of IEU membership and the improvements gained
for them by the Union.

The IEU’s Smarter Assessment
workshops in Sydney, Newcastle,
Liverpool and Canberra have been a hit
with attendees and provide plenty of
food for thought.
Glen Pearsall, who ran the Smarter
Assessment: Improving Feedback,
Reducing Correction workshops for
the IEU, has undertaken significant
research into this area and helps teachers
understand the breadth of formative
strategies that are available.
Formative assessment (also sometimes
called ‘formative feedback’) is an approach
to responding to student participation and
submission of work in which the teacher
responds more immediately – almost
literally – to when students need guidance
to change direction and improve their
understanding during the learning process,

rather than just at the end.
Providing helpful feedback and creating
meaningful assessment tasks while
keeping up with correction and managing
a successful work/life balance is one of the
biggest challenges of teaching. Reviewing
and refining these practices can make
teaching easier and more effective.
Recent research tells us that assessment
is the single most important determinant
of student performance over which
teachers have control. It suggests that
when teachers provide fast, formative and
frequent feedback it helps students hone
their performance and provides them with
a clear pathway to reach their goals.
The challenge for teachers is finding
quick ways to elicit and respond to this
feedback.
newsmonth - Vol 36 #2 2016
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A decade putting
teachers first
After a decade dedicated to
representing teachers’ needs
to BOSTES, Dayle Costello has
decided its time to step aside.
A coordinator at St Rose Catholic
Primary School at Collaroy Plateau,
Dayle has loved seeing the bigger
picture during her years as IEU Rep
to the BOSTES Primary Curriculum
Committee.
She was invited to become the Rep
when she was on the IEU’s Education
Issues Committee in 2006.
During her tenure there were
unprecedented changes to the
primary curriculum and Dayle
said it has been exciting to be
part of that.
“Being involved in how the
consultation took place, how
that led into the development of
syllabus, how those changes were
communicated to the different
sectors and how best to support
them in understanding the essence
of the curriculum was great,”
Dayle said.
“I got a much deeper
understanding of how BOSTES
operates and the amount of
consultation that happens to ensure
everyones’ voices were being heard.
“We got right down to the
nuances of a single word in the
curriculum and whether that
would promote the right message
to teachers.”
Dayle and the NSW Teachers
Federation Rep were the only
teachers’ voices on the committee,
so they played an important role.
“I made sure I raised the profile
of members and their interests
and issues around workload,

professional learning and support,
assessment and reporting.
“I wanted to make sure the
committee were aware of the
difficulties and challenges faced
by teachers.
“It is important BOSTES hears
from those actually working
with children and not just those
administering teachers.”
The process was a two way
street, because while Dayle
communicated the needs of
teachers to the committee, she
reported back to the Union on
BOSTES initiatives and new
directions.
“BOSTES is keen to reach
out to everybody, teachers and
universities, to make sure everyone
is in the same place. The IEU is a
good way for them to reach a lot of
teachers.”
Dayle has studied educational
leadership and is interested in
seeing schools not as “isolated
silos” but influenced by factors
outside education.
“I like to see how the big issues
translate back to the coalface,
and this committee allowed me
to see connections and further
my understanding of different
perspectives.”
Dayle has decided to move on to
allow someone else the opportunity.
“It’s a well supported group and
opinions are valued. If you go into
it with an open mind and open
heart and look for opportunities to
support members, it will be a great
experience.”

“It is
important
BOSTES hear
from those
actually
working with
children and
not just those
administering
teachers.”

Sue Osborne Journalist

Valerie the voice
of classroom teachers
Valerie Jones is looking forward to being the voice
of the classroom teacher when she takes over from
Dayle Costello as IEU Rep on the BOSTES Primary
Curriculum Committee.
Valerie is President of the South Coast Branch and
has been IEU Rep at St Francis Xavier’s and now Good
Samaritan Fairy Meadow for seven years.
“I’m passionate about the Union and what the IEU
does for education. If you want social justice for people,
it’s the way to go,” Valerie said.
“I feel support at all levels, from the school, from the
Union and, with the Vatican writing about social justice
issues, I feel support from the highest office of the
Church.”
The need to get government policy right came to the
fore for Valerie when she arrived in Australia from New
Zealand nine years ago.
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Between them, Valerie and her husband had about 30
years teaching experience, but they were still required to
go through accreditation as new scheme teachers.
“It’s important that someone who is in the classroom
every day has a role in implementing policy.
“We’re the ones who have to put education policies
into practice. I have seen how much accreditation affects
teachers, and the anxiety it is causing more mature
teachers.”
As South Coast President Valerie said she would
be able to gauge the feelings of members at branch
meetings and bring those to the BOSTES committee.
“You have to be flexible when you’re a teacher, so I’m
only a phone call away and support from the Union is
only a phone call away too.
”I hope I can follow in Dayle footstep’s and achieve
something significant for teachers in the role.”

#Let them stay
The IEU Federal Executive stand in
solidarity with state governments and
church leaders for the 267 asylum seekers
who are threatened with return to the
detention camps of Manus Island and Nauru.
There are currently 267 asylum seekers in
Australia who Prime Minister Turnbull may send
back to offshore detention camps on Manus
Island and Nauru. Among the 267 people are 37
babies born in Australia and children attending
Australian local primary schools.

offshore detention camps in foreign countries,
this does not over rule the moral argument
for humane treatment of those who seek
protection from persecution.
Across Australia, State Government
premiers, church leaders, community and
union leaders are joining together to support
and protect asylum seekers.
Together, Christian and Islamic leaders are
challenging the Federal Government laws by
offering sanctuary to asylum seekers.

Offshore detention: Places of violence
The detention camps on Nauru and Manus
Island are extremely dangerous and unsuitable
environments.
In February 2015, The Human Rights
Commission Report The Forgotten Children
was released, detailing serious violations of
the rights of children in Australian detention
centres and the physical and psychological
damage experienced as a result of this
detention.
The report makes clear that long term
detention of children causes mental illness,
trauma and harm which will affect them for
their entire lives.
The Federal Government’s response to
this report has been appalling. Rather than
address these critical issues and take steps
to bring safety to these children, the Federal
Government attacked the motives of the
Human Rights Commission.
A further report, the independent Moss
Report released in March 2015, revealed
reports of rape within the Nauru centre,
and numerous “reported and unreported
allegations of sexual and other physical
assault” of both children and adults.
Among the 267 asylum seekers are women
who have been victims of sexual abuse on Nauru.
Former psychiatrists and social workers who
worked on Nauru have since released an open
letter stating that the Australian Government
was aware of cases of sexual assault against
women and children for 17 months but failed
to act.

Federal Executive action
On 11 February 2016, the meeting of the
IEU Federal Executive endorsed the following
resolution.
That the meeting of the IEU Federal
Executive;
• condemns the Federal Government and
opposition for their lack of compassionate
action in the matter of the asylum seekers
• calls upon the federal government to
comply with the Convention of the Rights
of the Child where children who are asylum
seekers and unaccompanied minors are
entitled to have their welfare and human
rights protected and their right to an
education upheld
• calls upon the Federal Government not to
return the 267 vulnerable men, women and
children to the detention camps of Nauru
and Manus Island
• commends the various church and state
government leaders who have shown
leadership and compassion in offering
sanctuary to those seeking protection, and
• calls upon Federal Opposition Leader Bill
Shorten to show leadership and stand up
for those who flee their country and seek
protection from persecution.

Complex legality, moral simplicity
While the recent High Court decision has
ruled that the Federal Government has the
constitutional right to build, fund, and run

Take action
IEU members are asked to contact the
Prime Minister’s Office and their local MP, and
request that the 267 asylum seekers not be
returned to the off shore detention camps of
Manus Island and Nauru.
IEU members can contact the Prime
Minister’s Office at: https://www.pm.gov.au/
contact-your-pm and locate their local MP at:
http://www.abc.net.au/tv/qanda/find-yourlocal-mp.htm

First Aboriginal teaching
PhD graduates
As we work towards greater reconciliation for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders in Australia,
IEU member Lisa Buxton is at the forefront of
ensuring teachers have the necessary skill set to
engage and teach Aboriginal languages and cultures.
Lisa is the first Aboriginal graduate from the School
of Education at Notre Dame University Australia
to graduate with a Degree by Research, Master of
Philosophy.
Since the advent of her studies in 2012, Lisa found
many teachers lacked considerable confidence
teaching in this area.
“I looked into the national professional standards
for teachers, specially 1.4 and 2.4, as they relate to
the teaching of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students and teaching about Aboriginal languages and
cultures,” she said.
“I wanted to know whether primary school teachers

feel proficient in that area and what they would need
to move from proficient to highly accomplished.”
Lisa said many of the teachers she met during her
research were fearful of offending Aboriginal people
and communities. In some cases, Lisa discovered
that teachers would opt not to put it in their teaching
program because of this underlying fear.
“No one is teaching the teachers how to do it. They
are expecting them to do it by osmosis”.
Lisa says she has taken a great deal of positive
energy away from the teachers intending to gain the
professional development skills in this area.
“There’s a lot of goodwill out there,” she said.
“Lots of teachers want to build relationships with
local communities in order to help them implement
Aboriginal perspectives into their programs.”

Daniel Long Journalist

“No one is teaching the
teachers how to do it.
They are expecting them
to do it by osmosis”
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Council covers all the issues

Members of the IEU’s Early Childhood
Sector Committee met on 26 February
and covered a wide range of issues,
including agreements, accreditation and
increasing Union membership.
IEU Early Childhood Vice President Gabe
Connell said the Committee is concerned
many services are struggling to meet
the 15 hours per week universal access
requirements due to a number of factors
such as too many children enrolled and
families being unable to afford the
15 hours.

“Preschools need to enrol three year old
children because it’s important not only for
the children but the viability of the service,
but the system is penalising them for this.”
Gabe said the incentives for the 15
hours per week were announced after the
services had completed their enrolments
late last year and it was too late to change.
The Committee also discussed the
accreditation process and that the IEU
should contact all members and make
sure they understood it. Speakers for
the ECS Conference on 10 September

were reviewed, as well as the need for
organisers to get out to university open
days and ‘sell’ the Union to students.
‘It’s free for the early childhood teacher
students to enrol with the IEU, so we need
to get them involved in the hope they
become long term members,” Gabe said.
“We talked about what the Committee
can do to increase membership and how the
Union is the best advocate for teachers.”
Gabe said the committee also talked
about workplace agreements and how
they were being developed.

She also recently attended her first
Quality Teaching Council (QTC) meeting
at BOSTES. It’s the first time an early
childhood representative has been
included on the committee, and Gabe
said it was an important step, underlining
the professionalism of early childhood
teachers and moving towards pay parity
with school teachers.
The QTC meets again on 27 April and
ECS Council on 27 May.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Working Party meeting
Our first meeting for 2016 was held
providing cultural awareness training
on Monday 29 February at the Wattle
for IEU and school staff; Closing the Gap
Street office, with several IEU members
issues; industrial matters that explicitly
and organisers in attendance.
affect our Aboriginal and Torres Strait
A range of items were presented for
Islander members and quite a bit more.
discussion including: raising awareness
A report from the meeting will be
of IEU support for our Aboriginal
tabled at the next Council meeting
and Torres Strait Islander teachers
(Saturday 19 March) to ensure
TRT Postcard2.pdf
1
18/08/2015
9:16 am is communicated across
and support
staff; the importance
of
information

all levels of the IEU, as well as regular
updates in each Newsmonth. Keep an eye
on our website and social media sites as
well, as we will try to make regular posts
about matters relating directly with our
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
members. We would welcome other
members who identify as Aboriginal and/
or Torres Strait Islander to have their say

too, either by joining our working party or
emailing ideas/issues/matters to karen@
ieu.asn.au. Our next meeting will be
held in mid Term 2, exact date, time and
venue to be arranged.

Karen Forbes Organiser
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Women members the future of the union movement
Stories of union benefits
including discounts for strippers and
‘entertainment’ workers paid to drink
beer with men were among those that
enthralled 60 members at the IEU
Women’s Committee International
Women’s Day event on 4 March.
Unions NSW Assistant Secretary Emma
Maiden, Newington College teacher
Cassandra Pride and Kate Lee (pictured),
the Executive Officer of APHEDA Union
Aid Abroad spoke on a wide range of
topics past and present.
Emma outlined the “chequered history”
of women’s involvement with the union
movement.
Women’s involvement with labour
history is not always highlighted she said,
but women were involved right from
the beginning, with Parramatta Female
Factory workers staging a dispute over
withdrawn tea rations in 1827.
In 1882 the Victorian Tailoress’ Union
was the first women’s union formed in
Australia and possibly the world. They
walked off the job due to wage reductions
and their claims were met. Their actions
sparked a parliamentary enquiry into
factory ‘sweating’.
Emma said women tended to form their
own unions and men put barriers in place
to stop women’s participation.
Right up until the 1970s women were
barred from apprenticeships, apart from
hairdressing and dressmaking.
“Men saw women as a threat to their pay
and conditions, as they were paid half as
much as men,” Emma said.
The famous 1904 Harvester court
judgment, decreed a man needed to
support a wife and three children but a
woman had no dependents and would give
up work when she married, so a woman
could be paid 54% less than a man.
In 1969 some women chained
themselves to a Commonwealth building,
demanding that women’s train fares be

two thirds of men’s as they earnt two
instance, 2011 research found three times
thirds less than men.
the number of male characters to female
As blue collar jobs disappeared in the 1960s
appearing in Little Golden Books.
and 70s female union membership increased
Cassandra said girls learn very early on
and some women took leadership roles, such
they are “not present and need to inhabit
as Jennie George and Sharon Burrows.
male characters to be involved in books”.
But even so, old views persisted. In the
And yet statistics indicate boys are
80s the AWU boss famously said women
lagging behind girls in literacy. Why?
wanted to get into shearing for the sex.
A number of theories have been put
One union was offering discounts to Frisky
forward, such as the feminisation of the
Business strippers with union membership. education sector, testosterone making
Today, the
it hard for boys
gendered
to be still and no
hierarchy is still
male role models
reflected in union
reading.
leadership, but
Cassandra has
the rate of 40%
her own theory. In
women in elected
order to counteract
positions on unions
this lag, education
is much better
departments have
than the 22% on
come up with
corporate boards.
programs where
“Unions get that
books aimed at boys
without women
ie action hero and
in leadership their
adventure books,
capacity to reflect
are promoted in
their views and
schools.
organise them is
Meanwhile girls
limited, “ Emma
have to continue
“Research shows women to make due
said.
“Research shows
mainly male
are keen to take up union with
women are keen
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membership and
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experience the
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them now more
and fantastic
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female writers.
“We’re not
Boys reading women
offering boys the chance to embrace the
Newington College teacher Cassandra
other and stretch their imaginations.”
Pride said a study of children’s picture
Cassandra posits that this limiting
books had found male characters were
experience for boys is in fact causing them
significantly overrepresented compared to to fail in literacy, as from an early age
female. Even when the book’s character
they get no practice in empathising with a
is an animal, it still tends to be male. For
character of a different gender.

But her take home message is that
the difference between boys and girls
in literacy is much less compared to the
differences between low and high socio
economic groups, regardless of gender.
APHEDA Union Aid Abroad
Spokeswoman for APHEDA Kate Lee
outlined the organisation’s projects with
women spanning 16 countries.
For instance in Cambodia ‘entertainment’
workers are paid to drink beer with men
and encourage them to drink more.
Previously the beer companies did not
list them as formal workers by name but
as ‘allowances’.
“The women face unique OHS issues.
They have to drink alcohol. They are at risk
from alcohol fuelled violence and sexual
assault,” Kate said.
Recent union action has lead to the
women being formally listed as employees
by name with the beer companies, paid a
minimum wage and able to get some OHS
protection.
APHEDA’s current ‘priority campaign’ is
to ban asbestos use in south east Asia.
It is mainly women factory workers that
are exposed to asbestos. They produce
products like fire retardant fabric.
APHEDA is trying to get asbestos banned
across Asia, but Kate said wealthy ‘asbestos
interests’ are fighting back.
Illegal asbestos products like brake pads
and last year, children’s crayons, are being
imported to Australia as a result of the trade.
The IWD event group showed their
support by holding up signs saying
“Asbestos, not here, not anywhere”.
Union Aid Abroad needs more support
and funds to fight asbestos in Asia: http://
apheda.org.au/ending-asbestos-in-southeast-asia/

Sue Osborne Journalist

Step It Up for gender equality
“Only 57% of leadership roles in primary schools are
held by women and 49% in secondary schools. This is
despite the fact that women make up the majority of the
workforce in schools.”
International Women’s Day (IWD) on 8 March
provided women, often divided by national boundaries
and cultural, economic and political differences,
with an opportunity to come together to celebrate
achievements. IWD is also a day that challenges all
Australians to decide what legacy will be passed onto
future generations of women.
The 2016 theme for International Women’s Day was
Planet 50-50 by 2030: Step It Up for Gender Equality.
This theme calls upon countries to implement strategies
which would achieve the new Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG), especially SDG number five: Achieve Gender
Equality and Empower all Women and Girls.
Long road to equality
Gender inequalities are still deep rooted in every
society. In many situations, women are denied access to
basic education and health care and are victims of violence
and discrimination. They are under represented in political
and economic decision making processes.
The 2014 World Economic Forum predicted that it
would take until 2095 to achieve global gender parity.
One year later and the 2015 Forum estimated that a
slowdown experienced in the already glacial pace of
progress meant that the gender pay gap would not be
closed until 2133.
Meanwhile, violence against women is a pandemic
affecting all countries, even those that have made

laudable progress in other areas. Worldwide, 35% of
women have experienced either physical and/or sexual
intimate partner violence or non partner sexual violence.
The facts on inequality
Australian women and girls are not isolated from these
trends. They continue to experience inequality and
discrimination in many important parts of their lives.
The facts for Australian women and girls are stark. The
national gender pay gap is 18.2% and it has remained
stuck between 5% and 19% for the past two decades.
While women comprise roughly 46% of all employees in
Australia, they take home an average of $283.20 less than
men each week (full time adult ordinary time earnings).
Australian women account for 92% of primary carers for
children with disabilities, 70% of primary carers for parents
and 52% of primary carers for partners.
Average superannuation payments to women are just
over half (57%) that of men with many women having
little or no superannuation. Forty per cent of women have
experienced violence at some time in their adult life.
Women are under represented in leadership roles. Only
57% of leadership roles in primary schools are held by women
and 49% in secondary schools. This is despite the fact that
women make up the majority of the workforce in schools.
What is needed to progress change?
Since all areas of life relate to gender equality, efforts

must be made to cut the roots of gender discrimination
wherever they appear.
Equality must be embedded across legal systems,
upheld in both laws and legal practices.
To bring about change, a good starting point is the
development of comprehensive legal and industrial
frameworks which protect and enhance the positions of
women.
The IEU, through its work with the ACTU, is actively
campaigning for industrial rights and protections around
domestic violence workplace leave and greater access to
flexible working arrangements.
Women who still bear the bulk of responsibility for
caring, simply do not fit into employers’ concept of the
ideal (full time) worker.
The gender pay gap would be considerably reduced
and could vanish altogether if workplaces did not
disproportionately reward individuals who laboured long
hours and worked full time employment.
In fact, the gender pay gap is smallest in industries
where work can be done flexibly and shared among
employees.
In these workplaces, workplace flexibility is seen as
a workplace benefit, not a hindrance. Such employers
are able to safeguard the skills of half their workforce,
reshaping jobs to ensure that women workers are able to
keep contributing.
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Country school keeping up with city cousins

Students at Helen’s school

“I like how you get to know
the children and their families
so well in primary schools.
You get the whole picture.”

Helen’s presentation day
With only 63 students and a handful of
staff, St Joseph’s Primary School Merriwa
is a small school making a big impact.
The Maitland-Newcastle Diocese
recently awarded its Principal Helen
Whale the Monsignor Coolahan prize for
Leadership.
Helen said the prize was testament to
the whole school community.
The citation said St Joseph’s “is a warm
and friendly school. Helen encourages
and supports a positive climate within
the school community, building strong
relationships with all levels of the school,
the parish and local community”.
Helen was recommended for the award
after a group of 30 principals visited the
school.
The citation said “they were greeted
by an atmosphere of welcome, where
students, staff, families and the
surrounding community felt clearly valued
and supported”.

“I think the principals appreciated the
warm atmosphere and that real learning
was happening. We are endeavouring to
keep up with our city cousins in terms of
implementing curriculum, being innovative
and bringing continuous improvements to
the children,” Helen said.
The citation said Helen is committed
to “authentic learning and challenges
her staff to provide quality teaching and
learning which will enable students to
become self aware, intellectually curious,
critical and creative thinkers, respectful of
others, engaged citizens and committed
to both spiritual growth and lifelong
learning”.
Helen said the school tries to overcome
any rural or regional disadvantage by
engaging parents with the school’s activities.
“We try to involve them in every way we
can. We want them to see they are valued
in the role they play in their children’s
education.”

Parents are invited to PD at the school,
and the P&F sessions include Q&A for
parents on curriculum.
Developing the staff is also a key feature
of Helen’s leadership.
“We spend a lot of our budget on PD
for teachers. Our teachers are constantly
going away for professional development
and coming back to share what they’ve
learned with the whole school
“We look at other schools to try and see
what they’re doing and implement things
that we think fit.
“If we don’t have quality teachers
we won’t move forward. It’s really
empowering for staff. Other schools are
coming to see what we’re doing.”
Attending PD or visiting other schools is
no easy task, as St Joseph’s is 200kms from
the Diocese’s head office and 50km to the
nearest Catholic primary. There is only one
teacher for each stage so collaboration and
collegiality is a challenge.

Helen, who’s been in the IEU for more
than 20 years, said IEU membership and
attending Union PD could help with the
tyranny of distance. She has attended the
IEU Environment Conference.
Helen actually started her career as a
high school teacher in Tasmania, and then
moved to Dubbo in the 80s.
She found herself in primary education
because of her remote location.
“I moved to an isolated farm and I
couldn’t get to the Catholic high school.
Someone suggested I try primary and I
thought ‘that doesn’t sound like my cup of
tea’. But I loved it.
“I like how you get to know the children
and their families so well in primary
schools. You get the whole picture.”
Thirty years later Helen is still living that
philosophy of a warm and inclusive school,
as shown by her award.

Sue Osborne Journalist
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“She was the only
Union member
from her Branch to
take strike action
when she worked
in Dubbo.”

Farewell to a staunch supporter
Sue Core St Francis Xavier Primary School Ballina
teacher and long time North Coast Branch Executive
member and IEU Council delegate recently retired after a
long and successful teaching career.
Sue’s membership and contribution to the Union was
acknowledged at last year’s IEU Council AGM by both the
General Secretary John Quessy and IEU President Chris
Wilkinson and more recently at the North Coast Branch
AGM held in February.
Sue started teaching in 1971 at De La Salle in Orange with
a Year 3 class containing 46 boys. This was common during
the 1970s. Sue said during her early teaching career there
were no transfer arrangments and if you moved schools you
lost what long service leave you may have accrued.
She also remembers that women were paid much
less than their male counterparts and there were many
equity issues to address. Many of the conditions we enjoy
in today’s schools didn’t exist in the early days of Sue’s
teaching time.

Sue joined what was the Independent Teachers
Association (ITA) in 1975 and took up a new teaching
position at St Laurence’s Primary School Dubbo in 1977.
Sue quickly found out about her local ITA Central West
Branch, becoming the treasurer of her Branch and then
being elected as a Council delegate from her Branch.
She was the only union member from her Branch to
take strike action when she worked in Dubbo, which
caused a great deal of consternation with the Bathurst
CEO at the time.
Council in those days was held at Chippendale and
met for two full days with much focus and debate around
constitutional technicalities and correct council meeting
process.
In the late 90s Sue moved to the North Coast Branch
area, taking up a teaching position in the Lismore Diocese,
where she remained until her recent retirement.
Throughout her career Sue been a staunch and active
union member, taking up various roles on the North Coast

Branch of the IEU, remaining a delegate to Council and
continuing her activism and support of union issues and
causes. Sue was an original member of the IEU Women’s
Committee.
She credits the union movement for the many great
changes to teachers and support staff working conditions
that today’s workforce enjoys. She reckons she has seen
it all during her time, everything from improved long
service leave and sick leave provisions, maternity and
parental leave, pay equity and relief from face to face
(RFF) teaching, whereby teachers have opportunity to
undertake important preparation and professional time
for their students.
Thanks Sue for your union activism and contributions
over the many years as a member and we hope that you
enjoy your retirement and many tours to Thailand.

Steve Bergan IEU Organiser

Clipboard kickstarts conversation

“I would say
doing this basic
groundwork is
pretty important
and an easy
way to increase
membership.”

Paperwork has proven to be an
effective union recruitment tool for new
Rep Jenny Allen.
The St Carthage’s Primary School
Lismore teacher took on the role of Rep in
2014 after the “amazing people” who had
been doing it for some years retired.
St Carthage’s is a big school with
650 students and three people share
the Rep’s role.
Jenny said sharing the role allowed her
to “ease into it”.
“I started just pinning things to boards.
When the enterprise agreeement
negotiations began I got more involved.”
The Union advocated for Jenny back in
the 90s after she had been employed as a
casual for five years.
“The Union and the Chapter helped me
become a permanent employee. It became
standard across the Lismore Diocese that
employment contracts stated who you
were replacing.

“I really saw the power of a united voice
and the support from the Union then.”
The three Reps at Jenny’s school split the
job up simply by doing the bits they enjoy.
Jenny is happy to attend meetings, take
minutes and provide administrative back
up. At the beginning of the year she goes
around with the school with a clipboard to
update everyone’s membership details.
“I just wanted to make sure we had their
correct address and email details so they
would receive Union correspondence.
“As I approached people I noted
who was not on my list. I asked them
if they were a member. It sparked
some some keen interest about union
membership, from new staff but also
some long term people.
’I handed out a few membership forms
to people who hadn’t joined before.
“I did it during the break over a cup of tea
and didn’t approach anyone in the lunchroom
who looked like they really need a break.

“It started a conversation on all the
tables and it was a real reminder to people
about the Union.”
Jenny said some people approached
her after she had been around the lunch
room to discuss union issues with her,
asking about things that could be raised at
Chapter meetings.
“After I’d been around, I think
conversations started happening
between groups about the Union
without me being there.
“The EA negotiations certainly reminded
people that things like maternity leave
and relief from face to face teaching had
been fought for by the Union, and that
conversation is continuing.
“I would say doing this basic groundwork
is pretty important and an easy way to
increase IEU membership.”

Sue Osborne Journalist
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Labour bites
Female journos harassed
Nearly half of Australia’s female
journalists have experienced intimidation,
abuse or sexual harassment in the
workplace, a survey conducted by the
Women In Media initiative suggests.
According to data revealed in the Mates
Over Merit report, 48% of the women
covered by the survey said they’d had such
experiences, and 41% said they had been
harassed, bullied or trolled on social media
while engaging with their audiences.
Other data released in the report
included the finding that only 11% of
those surveyed believed that employer
anti discrimination policies were effective.
And only 16% knew what their employer’s
strategy to deal with social media threats
actually was.
Women In Media‘s National Convener
Tracey Spicer said in a statement: “While
there are more women than ever before
working in the industry, they still dominate
the lower paid, less powerful positions.
The media is often called a mirror of
society. But it is failing to reflect our
diversity.”
The research has been supported
by journalists’ union the Media,
Entertainment & Arts Alliance.
(Source: mUmBRELLA)

What’s good for the goose
Tasmania’s public sector union supports
an Industrial Commission ruling giving
politicians a 10% pay rise, but warns the
Government must now accept all other
rulings from the authority.
Last year, the Government asked the
commission to determine the future
salaries of parliamentarians and the
commission has determined to increase
the basic salary for a backbencher to
$133,560, a 10.5% increase.
The Public Sector Union’s Tom Lynch
supports accepting the umpire’s decision,
but says the Government now needs
to accept all other commission rulings,
effectively ending the wage cap policy.
“They oppose these same sorts of
decisions for ambulance officers and
doctors and for everyone else, if they
accept this for themselves then they are
saying work value is what’s important
here,” he said.
The Legislative Council’s President Jim
Wilkinson said the umpire’s decision
should be accepted. (Source: ABC News)

could bring thousands of teachers back
into the profession, argues the policy
exchange paper.
Schools face a dual threat posed by
funding cuts and severe teacher shortages
the Association of School and College
Leaders (ASCL) annual conference will hear.
“These problems are so acute that there
is a serious danger we will not be able to
maintain current standards, let alone raise
them further,” union president Alan Foulds
will warn in a speech.
The report explores teacher recruitment
and supply in a series of essays and
points out that a quarter of the teachers
of working age who left the profession
between 2008 and 2012 were women aged
30 to 39 – some 6000 a year.
“The most obvious conclusion to
be drawn here is that this is maternity
related,” says the union and claims the
answer, both to attracting mothers back
into classrooms and to the issue of burnout
for both male and female teachers, could
be flexible working in the form of part time
work or managing timetables to fit in with
caring responsibilities.
“Schools and the government both need
to recognise the need for flexibility, and
that flexible working means more than just
working part time,” he said.
“In particular, we know that younger
graduates tend to want portfolio careers
which enable them to come in and out of
professions, and teaching is no different.
“We need to see real and significant
changes to teachers’ working lives, both
in terms of pay and conditions as well as
reducing the punishing accountability
system that is overburdening the
profession and blighting children and
young people’s education,” National Union
of Teachers Deputy General Secretary
Kevin Courtney said.
Flexible working could also boost the
numbers of women teachers reaching
leadership roles – currently 62% of
secondary teachers are female, but only
36% of heads, said a spokeswoman.
(Source: BBC News)

Standards? What standards?
In an effort to address a shortage of
more than 1000 teachers, the US State of
Nevada has simplified teacher licensing
but opened the door to those who don’t
meet basic expectations.
An emergency regulation allows the
state to immediately license teachers
who’ve never taught in a classroom or
tested competent in their subject matters,
both of which Nevada usually requires to
be a licensed teacher.
The regulation lets Nevada ignore up to a
dozen of its own requirements per teacher,
including that applicants show mastery
of “principles and methods of teaching”
and basic reading, writing and math skills.
(Source: Reno Gazette-Journal)
Compiled by

Teachers call for flexible work
Schools in England should embrace
flexible working to tackle a teacher supply
crisis, argues a think tank ahead of a head
teachers’ conference. Flexible working
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John Quessy IEU Secretary
Join the conversation
facebook.com/ieunswact

Exchange
postcard
Our members are making the
news in Canada. Natalie Ellis is
from St Mary’s Primary School
in the Lismore Diocese. The
following story appears on the
Alberta Teachers Association
website:
If they had stuck to the
original plan, Tiana Harker and
Natalie Ellis would be getting
settled back into their own
homes and lives right about
now, having completed a year
long exchange between their
respective schools in Red Deer
and Casino, Australia.
Instead, both teachers are
beginning an unprecedented
second year as participants
in the Alberta/Australia
exchange program offered
by International Education
Exchange Programs (IEEP),
administered by the Alberta
Teachers’ Association.
Both teachers were
interested in staying with their
placements for another year
and were able to complete
arrangements with their
respective school boards and
immigration authorities.
“The best thing about having
a second year is that all the
challenges are out of the road,”
said Ellis (the Australian). “This
is the year where we fully can
focus on the PD part of the
teaching.”
Harker said she’s fallen in love
with Australia and is glad to be
staying for another year.
“At the end of the first year,
you just feel comfortable.
You just start to feel like
everything’s chugging along

and working,” she said, “so it’s
nice to have that second year.”
Both teachers have noticed
similarities and differences
between teaching in Australia
and Alberta. Both jurisdictions
have similar approaches
to math, social studies and
reading, whereas the Australian
system is more data-driven at
the moment.
“It’s more child focused
here [in Alberta] than results
focused,” Ellis said. “It’s given
me a lot more freedom with
how I present the curriculum,
depending on the students that
are in front of me.”
“There’s more paperwork
in the Australian system, with
programming and testing. That
was a bit new, having so much
paperwork,” Harker said.
Both teachers say
participating in the exchange
has been transformative.
“This is one of the best things
I’ve ever done in my life, after
having my kids,” Ellis said.
Harker said she’s overcome
so many obstacles, both
large and small, that she now
feels like she can take on any
challenge.
“You can’t help but grow. You
grow as a teacher; you grow as
a person,” she said. “You can
come home and put that back
into your teaching. It’s just
the best PD opportunity you
could ever ask for.” http://www.
teachers.ab.ca/Publications/
ATA%20News/Volume%20
50%202015-16/Number-10/
Pages/Doubling-down.aspx

Teacher exchange – why not?
So people have asked why a teacher exchange? Well
why not! It all started when a teacher from another
school told me about his experiences on exchange a few
years back and it got me interested so I went home and
asked my husband what he thought about us doing one.
His response was ‘why not’.
That was January 2014, when school started back I
approached my principal and she was very supportive and
said I should go for it. So with her approval, my husband’s
‘why not’ attitude and a lot of paper work, we were in.
Less than a few months later we had found a match and
were planning our year in Canada.
What a change! We left Sydney and it was over 30
degrees only to arrive in Calgary to a cold -35. I went
from Canberra to a rural town of 8000 people. From an
independent Anglican girls school to a co-ed government
one. From a creative arts faculty of 11 to the only art
teacher. Was it a shock? Yes. Was it worth it? Absolutely
What a amazing year 2015 turned out to be. My
husband, our two children and I had left family and friends
behind for an adventure and that became our catch
phrase. Every time we got lost, or something was different

or the day just wasn’t what we were expecting we would
shout “adventure”.
The kids got into their new elementary school, stepping
up half a grade to finish out the Canadian school year
before starting a new one after summer break. This
included my daughter moving from elementary to middle
school and starting fresh again. They loved it, but of
course had moments of missing their friends and what
they were used to. Now they love telling stories and
sharing photos of their adventures with their friends and
both have loved the idea of pen pals.
My husband, who is in the Defence Force, had the year
off. He became the stay home parent, taking the kids to
school, volunteering in their classes, running the house
and the resident travel agent. After many deployments
and being the parent who had missed so much, this year
away was a fantastic bonding time for my husband and
our family.
We traveled a lot. At least three out of four weekends
we were out and about, sometimes just for a hike or lunch
but other times for a weekend away. Since returning my
friends have said they loved watching Facebook just to

see what I was doing next. We were always on the move.
We spent winter break in Montana and South Dakota,
spring break in the UK, summer holidays in Canada and
the USA and returned home at Christmas via Europe. We
discovered the joy, ease and cost effectiveness of both
train and bus travel. Seeing some remarkable sights and
giving our children a truly amazing experience.
Even with all the travel we made some great friends. My
colleagues at school were fantastic and helped me to walk
in and start teaching classes that only had three weeks of
a semester to go. Write end of semester reports and then
start a whole new semester all in my first month. Over
lunch and the occasional dinner, we became friends and
they have now become lifelong friends.
So should you do an exchange? Well if you are open,
ready for a change and adaptable then yes. I truly think
this was one of the best things I have done both personally
and professionally. It’s a year out of your life and worth
the risk of the unknown. My husband and I are already
talking about the next one!

Elizabeth Chase Exchanged to Alberta in 2015

A welcome for exchange teachers
The IEU and Department of Education
shared hosting duties at the ‘official’
welcome reception for incoming exchange
teachers on 19 February at the Department’s
Sydney office.
Recently arrived exchangees networked,
swapped stories, asked questions and talked
‘union’ with IEU Exchange Coordinator Helen
Gregory.
IEU Assistant Secretary Mark Northam gave
them an introduction to the year ahead for the
IEU, both industrially and professionally.
This year also saw a few ‘firsts’ for the IEU’s
teacher exchange program. The very first IEU/
DET double exchange – Jennifer and Todd
Hammond swapped the snowy Blue Mountains
of Collingwood, Ontario with the ocean shores
of Skennars Head, NSW, exchanging with
Emma and Marty Smith.
Natalie Ellis from Casino NSW and Tiana
Harker from Red Deer Alberta exchanged last
year and they were lucky enough to have their
exchange extended for a second year (see story
opposite page).
Here are just a few comments from this year’s
exchange teachers.
Tom and Caroline Worthy, from Kingston,
Ontario exchanged to Newcastle, NSW.
“I can say that our welcome has been
complete and thorough! We have enjoyed
unmatched support from my colleagues, school
leadership, the Union and its professional
development team,” Tom said.
“From the day we arrived many have gone out
of their way to provide assistance and heartfelt

greetings or generous offers of barbecue
dinners or welcoming events in order to make
our transition easier.
“Everyone is deservedly proud of their
schools, communities and of their contributions
to the lives of young people. It is a privilege
to be given this opportunity for professional
growth and personal fulfillment.
“We have endeavored to follow Carol (CEEF)
and Helen’s (IEU) safe advice to say ‘yes’ to
everything. So far so good.
“The IEU should be proud of their leadership
and of the professionalism of their members.”
Jade Monette, hospitaly teacher at Crescent
Heights High School, Alberta, said: “I teach at
a high school in Alberta, Canada, and after 10
years I decided I was ready for a change. This
teacher exchange to Australia has been nothing
short of amazing.
“I travelled to Australia all on my own for
the year and I have no regrets so far! McCauley
College in Grafton has been such a welcoming
and helpful environment for me to work in.
“I have developed as a teacher learning new
methods and curriculum, all while being able to
see the beauty of Australia.”
Applications are still being taken for next
year. Keep a lookout on the IEU website
www.ieu.asn.au and for exchange notices on
your IEU notice board. Those members who
have applications already in for next year, stay
positive. Call Helen Gregory on 8202 8900 or
1800 467 943 or email helen@ieu.asn.au with an
expression of interest.

Tom and Caroline Worthy with IEU Secretary John
Quessy and Exchange Coordinator Helen Gregory.

Jade Monette

First IEU/DET double
exchange couple Jennifer
and Todd Hammond with
(Helen centre).
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Why do we need early
childhood teacher
accreditation?
“It is a step in the right direction in our fight
for pay parity – if teachers are teachers then
we should be paid the same.”

Gabe Connell
Vice President ECS
This year all early childhood teachers
will be accredited at the proficient level by
BOSTES.
Accreditation is the recognition of our
profession.
Accreditation recognises the
professional standing of early childhood
teachers in the community – at last we
can say ‘teachers are teachers’ no matter
where they teach and whom they teach. It
is the recognition that the first five years
of a child’s life are the most important
for learning and the establishment of
attitudes towards learning and education.

It is a step in the right direction in
our fight for pay parity – if teachers are
teachers then we should be paid the
same as teachers with similar
qualifications working in other sectors.
It is up to us to keep the pressure
on the NSW Government and also it
is our responsibility to lobby for this
within our own communities by informing
families of our important role. For too
long early education and care has been
considered ‘child minding’ and ‘just
playing’ with children, but research
continues to support this time as the
most crucial.
All early childhood teachers must
register by 18 July 2016.
Go to www.nswteachers.nsw.edu.au
and register now.
Follow their steps and forward them
hard copies of the required documents
certified by a JP:

Check your allowances
Carolyn Collins
Vice President
Support Staff
If you work in a Catholic systemic
schools which has a new Enterprise
Agreement (EA), you should check that
your classification levels are correct.
There have been a number of questions
arising from the transfer of classifications
to the new EA. Do not hesitate to check
with your employer and if in doubt
contact your IEU organiser.
First Aid allowances should be checked
too. There has been a change in the
number of allowances payable for medical
and health related duties. There is no
longer a ‘medications allowance’ or a
‘mix health allowance’, both of which
were payable to eligible employees in the
previous support staff agreements.
Under the provisions of the new
agreement, employees required to
administer medications are now eligible
to receive the First Aid Allowance, and
any employees performing health care
procedures as well as First Aid duties, will
be eligible to be paid both allowances.
It came to light during negotiations of
this agreement that some dioceses had
been incorrectly applying the medications
allowance and for many years had
18
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been paying some employees both the
medications allowance and the First Aid
allowance.
These employees were notified in late
2015 that from the beginning of 2016
they would no longer be receiving the
additional amount. Contact the Union if
you are concerned about the loss of any of
these payments.
Whooping cough and vaccinations
Concerns were recently raised at a
Branch meeting regarding the resurgence
of whooping cough (also known as
pertussis) especially among school staff.
This contagious disease is characterised
by vomiting or severe coughing that may
end in a ‘whooping’ sound. It can last for
weeks or months and is sometimes known
as the ‘100 day cough’. It is important
for school staff to be vaccinated against
it. If you are unsure, please discuss your
vaccination needs with your doctor.
Also, check if vaccinations are free to
school staff. Some of our employers might
be willing to sponsor staff with the cost of
this vaccination, just as many do with the
flu vaccine. Surely worth the conversation!

•
•
•
•

WWCC clearance
ACECQA approved qualifications
Transcripts of academic achievement
Statement of service on centre
letterhead stating that you are/have
been employed as a teacher, and
• two types of ID (passport, driver’s
license, birth certificate).
Wait to hear about your accreditation.
It should happen on 18 July or soon
thereafter. Early childhood teachers on
leave, or who are taking a break from
teaching, as well as casuals, should register
before the 18 July.
There is an annual fee of $100 that must
be paid to maintain your accreditation.
This fee will commence in 2017 not 2016.
Teachers must then maintain their
accreditation.
Pass this information on to colleagues
who may not be aware of this.

How can the IEU help?
The IEU will be running free workshops
on accreditation, as well as PIPs,
TeachMeets and other free professional
development events.
There will be three professional
officers who can assist with accreditation
questions should any issues arise.
Encourage your colleagues to become
members of the IEU so that they too can
be supported through the accreditation
and maintenance process.
What happens if you don’t register?
You can no longer teach as an early
childhood teacher unless you commence
at graduate level and work your way
through the accreditation process to
Proficient level.

Love what you do – do what you love
If you are not registered you cannot teach.
It is essential that you do not ignore this
process. Check with colleagues that they
too have followed the guidelines.

Bernadette Baker
Vice President
Systemic Schools
We all know that we did not choose
teaching because of the amazing pay.
Teaching probably chose us. It’s a vocation
and a dedication that only we can
understand, possibly to the bemusement
or frustration of our families.
Those of us who have ventured into
the wonderful world of being a teacher,
regardless of the age, gender or culture
of our students, can sometimes find
ourselves in a fractured environment
beyond our control.
In 2016 the BOSTES requirements and
the Working With Children Checks are
going to require careful attention to detail
– especially for pre 2004 teachers.

Data for data’s sake?
Is professional judgment and knowledge
of your students being undermined
because so much teaching time has to be
spent collecting various data instead of
actually teaching?
One issue that is becoming more
problematic is the implementation of
data collection in schools. What is done
with this data, once collected? Data
wall? Instructional walk? Are you given
time to analyse it effectively to inform
your teaching? In your chapter meeting,
discussion of workload issues is probably
advisable and you should communicate
your chapter’s opinions to your organiser.
With that in mind, enjoy the break over
Easter and the holidays – well deserved.

Join the online
conversation
Join the IEU social group &
keep up to date with us...
www.facebook.com/ieunswact

Time to ask yourself some questions

Chris Wilkinson
President

Here we are heading for Easter. Term
I is almost over. Probably a good time to
reflect on the year so far. How are your
working conditions?
Are you getting 30 minutes of
uninterrupted lunch breaks daily?
Is all of your professional development
offered during school time? Is there
support for graduate teachers? Are your
class sizes within acceptable limits?
Are you using your relief from face to
face teaching (RFF) time wisely? Is your
workload acceptable?
If you answer ‘no’ to any of these
questions you may like to call a chapter
meeting to discuss any issues that you
believe are affecting your teaching.
Contact your organiser or chapter rep to
organise a meeting.
The IEU’s professional development
program continues to please with a
selection of seminars and forums that
cover varying topics, including Anti Social

Media, How NSW Accreditation Works,
Maintenance of Accreditation, Dealing
with Difficult People and Starting Strong.
Reps Training will be held in most
regions throughout NSW and the ACT. All
dates and details can be found on the IEU
website and in Newsmonth.
The newly formed Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Working Party has met on
two occasions and has a full agenda for
the coming year. If you have any issues or
items for this working party, contact Karen
Forbes, email karen@ieu.asn.au.
International Women’s Day was
celebrated at the IEU’s Wattle Street
office on Friday 4 March. It was pleasing
to see over 60 participants who enjoyed
the speakers, nibbles and time to network.
Our thanks to NGS, Teachers Health Fund
and ME Bank who donated prizes for the
raffle. All proceeds went to APHEDA to
support the wonderful work that they
continue to do in Cambodia.
Enjoy the rest of the term, the Easter
break and then relax and enjoy your
vacation. Make time for yourself, family
and friends.
Thank you for your support and I
look forward to working with you again
throughout the year.
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Seeking the best way to promote wellbeing

Pam Smith

Principals Organiser
The IEU thanks those principals who
participated in the Principals’ Branch
AGM at the Union’s new Parramatta
office on 13 February.
Congratulations to Sidonie Coffey for
being re-elected as Branch President,
to Louise O’Sullivan for her election as
Deputy President and to Des Fox and Jude
Ryan for continuing in their job share role
as Branch Secretary.

This year’s Branch Committee/
reference group is Alan Le Brocque, Mark
Pauschmann, Peter Galvin and Lou Single.
Meeting dates have been confirmed
as 7 May, 6 August, 5 November and 11
February, 2017.
Highlights from the Branch meeting
included input from long term IEU
member Dr John Lee on his professional
services in providing wellbeing advice and
assistance for principals, a resolution of
support for the Malek Fahd principal and

staff, and an expression of concern for
asylum seeker children in detention. In
response to requests, the IEUA ‘Let them
stay’ media release has been provided to
Principals’ Branch members.
In regard to industrial matters, Catholic
sector EA negotiations will continue with
the Catholic Commission for Employment
Relations (CCER) and the IEU looks
forward to consultations with its members
to achieve the best possible instrument to
progress principals’ interests industrially,
professionally and in relation to wellbeing.
While there is a one year principals’
EA in place in the Sydney Archdiocese
for 2016, the IEU will also engage with
archdiocesan principals to advance
discussions for the future, noting the view

of many principals that they would prefer
to be covered by an inclusive NSW and
ACT systemic principals’ EA.
All Catholic systemic principals should
have received a 2.5% pay increase, as per
other systemic staff, in January.
As well as Branch meetings, the IEU
looks forward to meeting with principals
at diocesan/sector level during 2016 and
to being of support in promoting the
interests of all principal members.
newsmonth - Vol 36 #2 2016
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Discovering a family history of unionism

“A man of whom
I am extremely
proud.”
Mary and Joseph Bodkin (above), George
Clifford (right) and Bobbie Sullivan, Alana
Sullivan and Alana's son Liam (far right).
You can discover some interesting facts about your
family. My great grandfather George Clifford Bodkin Jnr
(1867-1930) was a staunch Labor man. He was involved
in the early growth of unionism and the development
of Labour League politics in NSW. He became a union
organiser for, and by 1915 was the Secretary of the
Railway Workers’ Branch of the Australian Workers’
Union (AWU). His obituary said he “was one of the
best known Labor men in the state” and in 1907 he
“introduced the 44 hour week at Lithgow valley which
decreased the working hours of men to eight hours.”
His wife Bridget (after whom my third child is named)
was known to attend Labor meetings at Sydney Town
Hall. She would bang her cane on the wooden floor when
she was displeased with what she heard. Their third child
was my grandfather Joseph Bodkin (1902-1950). My
fourth child is named after him.

At 13 years of age, Joseph started work on railway
construction and was a job delegate by the age of 16. From
1924 to 1926, he was an organiser and conference delegate
for the Railway Workers’ Industry Branch of the Australian
Workers Union. In 1927 he was employed by the Public Works
Department. He was later with the Metropolitan, Water,
Sewerage and Drainage Board and worked on building the
Woronora Dam. He was an organiser for the Water and
Sewerage Board Employees Association from 1937 until 1950.
My mum, as a child, travelled with her family to
the Nepean and Woronora Dam sites. He became an
Alderman for the City of Sydney, then a Member of
the Legislative Council (MLC) of NSW Parliament, and
became Deputy Premier of NSW before his untimely
death in 1950. He spent the depression years and those
following, including the time of the Second World War
and afterwards, serving the men and their families of the

working classes. These were hard times for all, and Joe
spent most of his waking moments meeting with and
serving those he represented.
His maiden speech in the NSW Parliament dealt with the
notion of the greater city of Sydney, reaching from the central
coast to the north, west to Penrith and south to Wollongong
and the need to plan for water catchment dams in order to
provide sufficient water for the expanding population. He was
a visionary, a hard worker and a good man.
A man of whom I am extremely proud.
Reference
1930 ‘Obituary’, Freeman’s Journal (Sydney, NSW: 18501932), 3 April.

Alana Sullivan

Lansdowne Branch Committee Member

Transparent leave accruals required
Lansdowne Branch met on 11 March at
Fairfield RSL for the AGM with representatives
from 11 different schools. With all agreements
up for renegotiation towards the end of this
year issues of workloads and large class sizes
were raised as common concerns confronting
members across Branch.
Details of leave entitlements are not displayed
on members’ payslips in the Sydney Archdiocese
and the following resolution was passed
unanimously by Branch:
“That the Lansdowne Branch of the IEU
requests that Sydney Catholic Schools (SCS)
provide each of its school employees with
notice of their current sick leave accruals.
We make this request in light of the changes
to personal leave arrangements in the new
Enterprise Agreement and the continuing
difficulties members experience in accessing
such information on PHRIS.”
The IEU is following this up with SCS. The
Branch acknowledged the work of former Branch
Secretary Kerryn Blanch, who has served in this
position for the last two years and congratulated
James Rooney and Janina Kozak on their reelection as Branch President and Branch Vice
President and Bernadette Hawthorne who was
elected Branch Secretary.
Our next meeting is on Thursday 19 May.
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Lansdowne Branch Committee (left to right) Richard Bryce (Amity College, Prestons), Connie Holmes (St Therese Primary
School, Lakemba), Janina Kozak (St John’s Primary School, Auburn), Alana Sullivan (St John Vianney’s Primary School,
Greenacre), Andrew Oppitz (Holy Spirit College, Lakemba), Bernadette Hawthorne (John the Baptist Primary School,
Bonnyrigg) and James Rooney (Mary Mackillop College, Wakeley).

Giveaways - email entry now available

The Sidekicks

Author: Will Kostakis
Publisher: Penguin Random House
Three copies to give away

The swimmer, the rebel and the nerd. All Ryan,
Harley and Miles had in common was Isaac. They
lived different lives, had different interests and kept
different secrets. But they shared the same best friend.
They were sidekicks. And now that Isaac’s gone, what
does that make them? Will Kostakis, award-winning
author of The First Third, perfectly depicts the pain
and pleasure of this teenage world, piecing together
three points of view with intricate splendour. Will was
the subject of media coverage recently when a school
banned his speaking visit, after he came out as gay in
a blog.

Dark Places

MA15+
Roadshow Entertainment
Three DVDs to give away

Let’s Explore Jungle

Author: Pippa Curnick
Publisher: Lonely Planet Publications
Three copies to give away

Journey deep into the world’s tropical forests
with two young explorers. Meet incredible animals,
decorate scenes with stickers, complete fun puzzles
and more. Kids will love discovering how amazing our
planet can be in this book.

Starring Charlize Theron, and written by author of
Gone Girl, Dark Places takes us on a dark and deadly
journey to the epicentre of fear. Libby Day (Theron) is
the sole survivor and only witness to a massacre that
took the lives of her mother and sisters. When a group
of true crime enthusiasts open this case again, new
memories, new suspects and new information come to
the surface.

For your convenience we are changing the way you enter giveaways. Instead of mailing your entries, email them to giveaways@ieu.asn.au with the
giveaway you are entering in the subject line and your name, membership number and address in the body of the email. All entries to be received by 4 April.

Professional Development
delivered to your door
The IEU welcomes a new professional development
partnership with the Teacher Learning Network
Membership Fees

12 months membership – all inclusive – no more to pay to attend over
100 programs

2016

$850
$700
$550
$400
$300
$300

The TLN is Australia’s leading provider of
online professional learning for school and
early childhood centres. The TLN provides
high quality professional development
programs based on the principle of
‘teachers sharing with teachers’.

More Information
and to join
Go to www.tln.org.au
or email mvictory@tln.org.au
or call (03) 9418 4992

The Teacher Learning Network (TLN) is jointly owned by the Independent Education Union Victoria-Tasmania and
the Australian Education Union (Victorian branch). The TLN has been operating as a not-for-profit incorporated
association since 1994, providing professional development services to the two unions and their members.
newsmonth - Vol 36 #2 2016
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Facebook feedback
Do we need homework?
One Sydney school does away with it.
Simon: We did away with homework in 2011
and haven't looked back. Reading is still expected.
We have digital tools available for students, like
Studyladder and Raz Kids. The problem with this
though, is when children go from a research based
school to a school which imposes homework based
on a legacy, or to appease ‘the parents’. I know of
one school where Year 7s have up to two hours of
homework a night. This is indicative, not of the
workload of Year 7, but of poor teaching practice.
Debbie: Trouble is who is teaching the kids
to research with teacher librarians not being
replaced?
Christina: Yeah because memory isn't important?
Students do not know their times tables because they
have no memory skills. They don't know how to spell,
they can't remember procedures for writing reports/
narratives/experiments. Primary schools should be
encouraging memory skills!
Tara: I think homework should be one whole
throughout the term.
Example: they get homework at the beginning of
the term and have to finish it by the end of the term.
This will give them less pressure on deadlines and
expectations on finishing by the end of the week.
With today's technology children have iPads and can
do everything through the iPad so it be good to log in
how many hours and what lesson plans they need to
achieve through the term.
Julie: Totally agree with no homework policy, I really
do not think it achieves anything but stress in the home

What countries must do more to help children who
fall behind at school?
Amanda: Nothing to do with funding or adopting
new teaching methods! This is what it's about, having
so many behavioural issues that a lot of teacher
energy and time is invested in managing those
behaviors. So many children with individual learning
needs (many of whom actually need one on one
attention all day every day) and on top of that having
30 plus children in a class and it becomes impossible
for teachers to teach effectively – that's why our
results are so poor.
Jamie: We have always been able to teach
effectively. Schools, for whatever reason, differ so
drastically in their teaching and learning practices.
Students need to be taught consistently well
throughout their schooling. Unfortunately, many
students have to deal with mediocre teachers who
have given up and blame the students behaviour for
the fact they actually don't know how to teach them
effectively. I am not denigrating teachers, I am one.
It is not good enough to say that it is impossible to
teach effectively. If you have the right attitude, frame
of mind and are highly organised in your teaching,
then you will get results.
Teaching is an ‘isolating experience’ for men
Steve: Not at all. Over the last 22 years of teaching
in primary schools and seeing these two excuses
regurgitated every time there is a lull in the media,
I have to say neither make much impact on men in
primary schools.
The bottom line is pay and conditions. I haven't had
a pay rise since hitting the top teaching pay bracket

many, many years ago. The only way forward in
terms of pay is to be promoted, positions of which
are limited, and then leave behind the classroom
and presumably the reason one decides to become a
teacher – the students!
Danny: Not at all. I have done one prac and am the
first and only male teacher at the place I'm working
at. The time spent or interactions in the job is 99%
with students and 1% with colleagues, so it has little
to no relevance for me...
Teachers: The Government wants to track you
Michelle: All of this info is already collected by
BOSTES as part of teacher accreditation. So we are
ready tracked anyway.
Matty: What is wrong with this? Seems quite
normal to me.
Rachel: It’s not normal. What is the tracking for?
Why do they need to know where we go when we
change schools, careers or have a life change.
Shelley: Perhaps we could chip or barcode
politicians and see what they are up to. Question
1: If they got the information what would they do
with it? Second question: Who would decide this?
Third question: Who would pay for the process?
Fourth question: Would there be a time frame? Fifth
question: Could the money and time be better spent?
It is a whole lot of fear mongering.

Daniel Long Online Journalist

Union training 2016
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Join the conversation
facebook.com/ieunswact

NSW ACT IEU Executive

Market volatility
Bernard
O’Connor
NGS Super
This year’s investment markets have
been characterised by a high level of
volatility resulting in large falls and large
gains in the ASX200 (top 200 Australian
companies by market capitalisation).
The word itself, stemming from the Latin
‘volatilis’ (to fly), has been variously
defined as ‘changeable’, ‘mercurial’,
‘flighty’ and ‘tending to fluctuate sharply
and regularly’.
The wild fluctuations that have
characterised the Australian share market
so far this year, have their sources in both
real and perceived causes. On the very real
side is the decline in value of the resources
sector, especially iron ore, oil and coal. The
export of iron ore has traditionally been
Australia’s largest export commodity.
Australia has been a major world supplier
of these resources and the decline in
price, as well as in demand, has a direct
correlation on the market value of the
companies that produce these minerals.
This decline has had an obvious flow on
to the Australian economy resulting in a
significant decrease in tax revenue for the
government, loss of jobs in the relevant
industries and a loss of flow-on benefits
to other sectors of the economy. The
glut of petrol, which is a result of world
overproduction, has also contributed to
market uncertainty and increased share
market volatility.
Another very real cause of flighty
markets has been the world geo political
situation with wars in Iraq, Syria and
Afghanistan and the associated terrorist
offshoots causing concern on the financial
markets. Political instability in the EU
with Britain’s possible withdrawal and
the humanitarian crisis resulting from
the displacement of millions of refugees
from the Middle East are also major
contributors to the instability currently
being felt on world markets.
And the wild card – China – is Australia’s
major trading partner. The Shanghai

market has been characterised by high
swings sometimes up to 5% or 6% per day.
These volatile movements cause large
ripples in the developed world markets
as the Chinese economy moves away
from manufacturing and construction to a
retail centric economy. It is likely that the
substantial GDP increases in the past will
not be repeated with the Chinese economy
expected to grow at a more moderate 5%
to 6%. So while the reduced consumption
of raw materials such as iron ore, coal and
oil will have immediate negative effect
on Australian resource companies, other
opportunities in areas such as education,
tourism and agriculture will present
themselves. Some Australian companies
have already made the adjustment in the
light of a growing Chinese consumer class
hungry for Australian products.
And the perceived causes of volatility
can be a herd mentality over reaction to
any of the above real causes or any new
cause. Market sentiment can be irrational
with ‘follow the leader’ buying and selling
causing waves adding or washing away
company value.
So what does the crystal ball say?
Probably continued volatility in the short
or possibly mid term. This will mean
that some of the growth assets in super
portfolios will vary according ‘volatilis’ in
the market. In a bear market (declining
market) fear can take over and it’s
important to take a reasoned or balanced
point of view. Financial planners note that
there is a natural tendency to move to
defensive assets such as cash and bonds
during high periods of market decline and
this is understandable, but they also note
that it is important to avoid gut reactions
when making major decisions about your
finance and it is an appropriate time to
obtain professional financial planning
advice. Selling low can be a recipe for
crystallising loss. NGS Super has a team
of professional financial planners who
are able to assist members considering
switching their asset allocations and they
can be contacted on: 1300 133 177.
This year will certainly prove interesting
from an investment point of view and the
challenge for all investors will be to navigate
the seas of volatility with a steady hand.

(Important information: The information in this article is general information only and does not take
into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before making a financial decision, please assess
the appropriateness of the information to your individual circumstances, read the Product Disclosure
Statement for any product you may be thinking of acquiring and consider seeking personal advice. Past
performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Any opinions are those of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the view of NGS Super.)
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PD and Conferences Calendar
30 Mar

PIP Dealing with Difficult
People, Woonona Bulli RSL Club

11 Apr

Accreditation at Proficient 		
Workshop, IEU Ultimo

4 Apr

PIP Anti Social Media, Dee
Why RSL Club

20 - 22 Apr Activist Conference, 		
Fairmont Resort, Leura

5 Apr

PIP Maintenance of 		
Accreditation, South Hurstville
RSL Club

8 Jul

Starting Strong: Student 		
Teacher, IEU Ultimo

Reps training dates for 2016
1 Apr

Ballina RSL Club

24 Jun

Casula TBC

13 May

Diplomat Hotel Griffith

29 Jul

27 May

Commercial Club Albury

Cattlemans Country Motor Inn
Dubbo

3 Jun 	

Dapto TBC

12 Aug

Tamworth TBC

15 Jun

Panthers Port Macquarie

Check www.ieu.asn.au for updates

Save the date
• Saturday 30 April, May Day dinner
• Sunday 1 May , May Day March for workers and their families
• Friday 8 July, Starting Strong, Ultimo
• Friday 19 August, Women's Conference, Mercure Sydney
• Saturday 10 September, Early Childhood Sector Conference, Mercure Sydney

Our locations
Sydney 485-501 Wattle Street, Ultimo NSW 2007 (02) 8202 8900
Parramatta Level 2, 18-20 Ross Street, Parramatta NSW 2150 (02) 8202 8900
Newcastle 8-14 Telford Street, Newcastle East NSW 2302 (02) 4926 9400
Lismore 4 Carrington Street, Lismore NSW 2480 (02) 6623 4700
ACT Unit 8, 40 Brisbane Avenue, Barton ACT 2600 (02) 6120 1500
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In 2015 the IEU
recovered nearly
$5 million on behalf
of individual members
And we sealed the deal on 58
new workplace agreements

The Briscoe Building 485 - 501 Wattle Street, Ultimo NSW 2007 | P 02 8202 8900 | www.ieu.asn.au

YOUR SUPER’S
IN GOOD HANDS

YOUR WITH
NGS SUPER.

If super is not your favourite topic or something
you like to think about, that’s okay. We get it.
That’s why we strive to give you peace of mind
by offering award-winning products and services,
so you can feel safe knowing that everything is
looked after for your future. That way you can get
on with the things that matter today.
At NGS Super we have the highest industry ratings
from independent rating agencies SuperRatings
and Chant West. And we don’t mean to brag but
we recently won Best Fund: Insurance in 2015
and have delivered strong long-term investment
performance* to over 100,000 members.
As an Industry SuperFund we have low fees and
have never paid commissions. At NGS Super
our focus is to provide you with peace of mind
for today while we deliver more money for
your retirement. We’re here to help you enjoy a
wealthy life — in every sense of the word.

Please visit
www.ngssuper.com.au
or call 1300 133 177
to learn more.
*Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance and should never be the sole factor when selecting a fund. You should
consider the NGS Super Member Guide (Product Disclosure Statement) before making a decision about investing in NGS Super. Please
assess the appropriateness of the information to your individual circumstances and consider seeking professional advice.
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